
Hot to Order: 
X-Rework-A-115 Basic rework system for boards up to 12” wide for 110-120V AC
X-Rework-A-220 Basic rework system for boards up to 12” wide for 220-240V AC
X-Rework-A-EP-115 Basic rework system for board size up to 12" wide + Extended Package for 110-130V AC
X-Rework-A-EP-220 Basic rework system for board size up to 12" wide + Extended Package for 220-240V AC

66 Rework System Packages

X-Rework A System includes:
u X-1000 - The most advanced and powerful pre-heater for

SMT REWORK and REPAIR offering full Process Control,
increased rework speed, board protection and operator
convenience.

u Focus A - Basic and Simple SMT Convection Rework
System.

u XK-2 - Tool Stand with up/down Z-axis movement (dual
knob, for left and right handed operators).

u XU-1S - Universal, Retractable Board Holder.
u XND-2 - Discrete nozzle.

Extended Package includes:
u 3 pcs. nozzles - Different nozzles selected from all Nozzles

for Focus Series (more see page 12).
u AVP-50 - Manual Vacuum Pick-Up Tool.
u PX-251AS - Antistatic Soldering Station.
u MP-10K - Hand held Paste and Flux Dispenser Kit.
u ClearView24 - Hands-free, Ideal for electronics work

(Assembly, Inspection or Service) Personal Magnifier.
u X-Wick - 2.6mm wick with wick dispenser.

X-Rework-A Basic rework system for boards up to 12” wide
Features:
u X-1000 - The most advanced and powerful pre-heater for SMT REWORK and REPAIR offering full Process Control, increased

rework speed, board protection and operator convenience.
u Focus A - The low-cost convection rework system with closed loop temperature control. This is a basic but most modern rework

tool. Ergonomic, reliable and simple to use. Has built in Heat / Cool Switch for Convenience.
u XU-1S - Universal, Retractable Board Holder for boards up to 12” wide has open frame construction for use with under board

pre-heaters. Includes four adjustable, universal arms to hold and support irregular shape boards. 
u XK-2 - Tool Stand with up/down Z-axis movement holds an XHT Series Hot Air Tool in a vertical position for precise component

removal and installation operations. The hot air tool is held vertically to the work platform of a base and bottom edges of any
nozzle mounted on the tool are horizontal to a PCB, which is in a board holder placed on the work platform.
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Extended Package can be added to other Rework Systems (X-FineRework-S, L and LX).


